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Hexagon Tutorials

DAZ 3D encourages you to upload your tutorials here to the ArtZone Wiki so that they have a permanent home and are hosted on our servers. If you do upload your tutorials, please add them to the appropriate software category and create sub-pages/categories as needed. If, for some reason, you do not want to host your tutorials here, please add links to external tutorials in the appropriate categories as well.

In addition to the tutorials here, be sure to check out the Hexagon tutorials on the main DAZ 3D site.

If you are new to Hexagon, start with the Hexagon Basics tutorial.

HTML/PDF Tutorials

- Hexagon Basics - Basic modeling to more advanced techniques - with links to online videos
- Arched Window Frame Tutorial Part 1
- Arched Window Tutorial Part 2: Creating the Glass
- Arched Window Tutorial Part 3: Materials and Shading Domains
- Bowl
- Complex Surface: Modeling with a Twist
- Complex Surface: Unfold with a Twist
- Creating a Conch Shell
- Creating a Loose Knot in Hexagon 2
- Create an Ornament
- Creating a Wine Glass
- Halloween Pumpkin in Hexagon
- Hexagon Beginner's Tut Part 1 by Kethaera
- Hexagon Beginner's Tut Part 2 by Kethaera
- Hexagon Beginner's Tut Part 3 by Kethaera
- Introduction to Basic Box Modeling, Nautilus Shell
- Making a terrain from a .dxf file in Hexagon
- Model a Winebottle
- Model an Elegant Table
- Model an Elegant Table Part 2: Unfolding and Exporting an Object with Multiple Parts
- Texturing An Elegant Table
- Modeling Clothes, Lesson 1
- Modeling Clothes, Lesson 2
- Modeling a Pumpkin
- Modeling Hair in Hexagon by Valea
- Poser morphs in Hexagon 2.2 using the Displacement Paint Tool
- Spoon
- Unfold and Map
- UV Mapping in Hexagon: A Lesson in Cubic Projection
Collections of Tutorials

- Hexagon tutorials at Daybreak Studio
- Hexagon video tutorials at geekatplay.com (94 tutorials and counting, new tutorials are released weekly.)
- Hexagon tutorials by lelu
- Hexagon tutorials at mystic-nights (This is a large list and some links may not work.)
- polyloop.net

Video Tutorials

Documentation Videos

The following video tutorials are those supplied with the Hexagon documentation and tutorial PDFs.

- English
- French

Second Life Sculpty Videos

- Sculpted Prims for Second Life
- Hexagon Tools for Use on Sculpties: Tutorial 001 - approximately 24 minutes long

User Videos

- Cloning with Symmetry in Hexagon 2.2
- Hexagon Vertex Modeling Tools Basics Part 1 by Duke of vampires
- Hexagon Vertex Modeling Tools Basics Part 2 by Duke of vampires
- Hexagon Tutorials by tez
- E-Z video tutorials - large selection of tutorials
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